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Hanover County Tackles Workflow
for Tax Documents
Commissioner of the Revenue’s Office digitizes 85% of its paper load in one year

Located

County

just

outside

serves

of

Richmond,

a population

VA,

Hanover

of more than 100, 000

residents. During tax season, keeping up the books for the

constituency can be a daunting task for the Commissioner
of Revenue’s Office, which manages all of the county’ s real
estate, personal, property and state income tax information.
In 2000, Commissioner Scott Harris pushed for the office
to eliminate all paper processes to decrease the time staff
spent finding and filing tax records. After saving funds
every year for an enterprise content management ( ECM)
system, the office

purchased

Laserfiche

in 2006.

The department began using Laserfiche simply as a digital
file cabinet and digitized over 85%of its tax documents
in just the first year. However, when the department’ s
systems administrator, Amy Johnson, attended a user
meeting hosted by the county’s reseller, Unity Business
Systems, she saw how other organizations were leveraging
Laserfiche’ s advanced functionality and knew Hanover
County could use its ECM system to do more than
document search and retrieval.
To take advantage
county upgraded

of Laserfiche’ s newest features,
to Laserfiche

the

Rio in 2010 and started

not only storing records, but revamping entire business
processes.

An integration between Laserfiche Quick Fields and
the department’s AS/400 database has the eliminated
cumbersome, upfront manual data entry for the process.
Instead of re-entering information into new worksheets,
staff simply relies on Laserfiche to pull related information
stored in the AS400 (i.e. name and address) and insert it
into multiple records at the same time.
After data entry, Laserfiche

The most beneficial

module for the department

has been

Laserfiche Workflow, a business process management tool
included with Laserfiche Rio. Even without a background
in IT, Johnson quickly learned the system and began
using it to automate the processing and review of the
department’s statutory assessment worksheets.
Every year, the office completes statutory assessment
worksheets to measure the personal property assets of each
local business in the county. Before Laserfiche, compiling
and processing
significant

these worksheets

prior to review led to

printing costs and time delays.

automates

the entire

are immediately searchable in Laserfiche from managers’
desktops, allowing staff to quickly review worksheets and
better serve customers on the phone and in person.
With Laserfiche Snapshot, an image capture tool, the
office has also completely eliminated redundant printing
of these records. Prior to using Laserfiche, documents
were collected daily, sorted and filed by date and taxpayer
name in file cabinets. Using Snapshot, staff can digitally
print”

both scanned

paper and electronic

directly into the Laserfiche

documents

repository for filing.

Snapshot seems like a minor thing, but it was a huge
benefit for us because we don’ t have to print paper
anymore,” says Johnson, estimating that the system saves
the office from printing about 15, 000 pages a year.
The county

Improving Document Approval with Workflow

Workflow

records approval process for managers. New worksheets

backbone

also relies on Laserfiche

for records

management

as an automated

and retention.

With

paper, each staff member dedicated at least one day a week
to sorting records for filing. Laserfiche

has eliminated

need for this rotating position by automatically

the

filing and

storing approved documents by type and name for the sixyear retention period.
Everything we do is linked onto a foundation based on
Laserfiche Records Management Edition, which allows us
to log our records according to state records management
standards,” says Johnson.
Johnson says that up-front planning with every employee
involved in the process has eased the office’ s transition
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to digital document approval. When she began using
Laserfiche Workflow, Johnson invited all the managers
responsible for approving documents, along with the
division manager, to join her as she drew out the process on

Our

implementation

community.
shape

is so successful

because

Laserfiche listens to feedback

its next release.

of the

and uses it to

Everyone’ s so approachable

and

helpful, and that makes it easy to like the product,” she says.

a piece of paper. The group discussed every detailed step
together and determined how the managers would prefer to
approve worksheets in Laserfiche.

Time spent diagramming upfront will more than pay
itself back later. Because we took the time to evaluate our
documents, we ended up eliminating a lot of junk in our
paper files,” notes Johnson. “ It’ s also really important to
give staff ownership over the process.”

Looking to Forms for the Future
With the upgrade
plans to implement

to Laserfiche
Laserfiche

more of its 45 departments.
Office is currently

Rio in place, the county
as a standard tool in

using Laserfiche

file daily correspondence

many

The County Administrator’ s
to scan,

distribute

and

to deputy county administrators.

Johnson is also working with the Treasurer’ s Office to shore
up the security of confidential

documents

with Laserfiche.

Tapping into the Laserfiche User Community
Beyond her work at the county, Johnson is also a leader
of the Laserfiche User Group in Virginia, a consortium of
Laserfiche users that holds quarterly meetings to foster
the exchange of ECM knowledge. The group has grown
to include more than 100 members throughout the state.
Johnson helps organize special presentations for members,
such as a recent workshop by the Library of Virginia on
improving compliance with state records management
standards.
The User Group is so beneficial for networking

and talking

with other users. It’s a great place to hear about the lessons
that other users have learned,” says Johnson.

Additionally, Johnson cites the annual Laserfiche Empower
conference, reseller support and technical white papers as
invaluable resources for improving her skills in using the
software.

The county is also excited to use the upcoming release of
Laserfiche Forms in conjunction with a redesigned Website.
Online form submission is the most requested feature from
the county’s taxpayers, and Laserfiche Forms will give the
county the ability to gather constituent data for business
and personal property forms, business license applications,
land use documents and the like directly from the county
Website and use this data to kick off related business
processes within Laserfiche.
Adopting new software functionality as it becomes available
has helped Hanover County gain top value out of its ECM
system. With these new tools, the county is truly leveraging
the power of its constituent data in digital form to help
transform the way county business is accomplished.
Laserfiche is the one tool on your desktop that actually
does what it’s supposed to do and what you ask it to do,”
notes Johnson. “ It’s one of my favorite parts of my job.”

How to Design Your First Workflow”
Read Amy Johnson’ s 4-step outline for getting started with Laserfiche

Workflow

on the Laserfiche Solution Exchange.

You’ll

learn how to easily plan, diagram, design and implement a simple, effective workflow in the Laserfiche Workflow Designer
without relying on technical support.

Read the article at: http://www.laserfiche. com/ SolutionExchange/ Article/ 11963
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